By CORRINE DORAN
Assistant News Editor

Exemplifying the selfless "boulevardiers" tradition is a boy of 13 to leave his home in Canada to join the British navy. Jean Vanier has dedicated his life to living among the mentally handicapped.

As the recipient of the 1994 Notre Dame Award, Vanier visited campus earlier this fall to offer his reflections on a life spent learning from the disabled as the founder of the L'Arche communities. The return to community and communion of trust is the focal point of the communities Vanier has established. The communities involve a family atmosphere of four to five mentally handicapped persons living with their "assistants." The loss of such values, Vanier said, is what has caused problems in today's society.

"We've lost community with solidarity, we've lost the family. It's unimaginable—we're losing that most precious solidity, the bond of love," he said.

The communities that Vanier has established provide help for the mentally handicapped, but just as importantly, they come to them in growing to understand the need for the "possibility of community." Vanier then defined a community, one very quickly touches all one's blind spots.

"The secret we are learning in L'Arche is obviously that the land, the soil, the notion of "soil." This "soil," with its connotations of farming, is not merely a component of land but the idea of land as a part of the minds and hearts of the people themselves. The soil existed before society and in some way transcends it. Soil has a spiritual connection to the people.

On the other hand, the term "land" merely refers to a component of soil. It is for this reason that the Irish have tried to reject British rule over their country.

The rejection of the impingement of British values can thus be seen as an attempt to reinforce traditional Ireland—a country centered around the soil—in the face of England's modernity, centered around the land, Deane said. This concept is evident in Irish literature.

Even Irish gothic fiction relates to the soil, Deane said. The title character of Bram Stoker's Dracula, for example, can be seen as an absentee landowner in danger of losing his land, in his coffin. In the end, he dies because he represents traditional Ireland, stroyed by British modernism.

Deane used the concept of the soil to lead into a scholarly discussion of Irish literature. He stated that after Ireland became a part of the United Kingdom, an effort was made to make traditional Ireland more accessible and more modern, which resulted in a great deal of travel literature and a large amount of imitation of British literature.

However, according to Deane, Ireland's devastation potato famine of the 1850's, which led to the death or emigration of half the Irish populace, led to a questioning of the social order and contributed to a rejection of the prevailing British values.

Many British writers, such as James Joyce, came to understand that their national traditions had been replaced by British modernism. Their subsequent search for an Irish identity, he said, made Ireland similar to a country in which they were native themselves, like foreigners, Deane said.

Ireland boasts a rich literary tradition, the aspect of the soil, in the form of the reinforcement of national Irish values, is an important part of that tradition. Deane called the soil "something that is before society that must be translated into society, that is there that nationalism and art occurs.

Deane gave a lecture last night on "Land and Soil: Ideologies of Possession" as part of the Wards-Phillips distinguished lecturer series.
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Jean Vanier, the 1994 recipient of the Notre Dame award, accepts congratulatory flowers from a local resident yesterday.
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Award a high honor

The abstract ideas of "land" and "soil" are very important to the Irish people, according to Notre Dame professor Seamus Deane, chair of Notre Dame's Irish Studies Department.

Ireland is widely known to be a very nationalistic country. Deane stated that this ideology is largely a result of the Irish view of "soil." This "soil," with its connotations of farming, is not merely a component of land but the idea of land as a part of the minds and hearts of the people themselves. The soil existed before society and in some way transcends it. Soil has a spiritual connection to the people.

By TOM MORAN
News Writer

British, Irish differ in land views
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WANT VIOLENCE? Try Women's Bookstore

Maybe it was the smoke. Maybe it was the ethanol. Maybe it was the first warm spring breeze. Maybe it was the stench coming from D2.

Being a naive freshman, I thought Bookstore was about coming at an afternoon or evening with your friends and reading to the Shaq, Michael Jordan, Larry Bird, or even basketball equivalent to Rudy. Was I ever wrong.

Nasty does not even come close. It was pure animal aggression. One would think the women's league would be slightly tamer than the frenzied all-request Bookstore league but no such luck. I'll try to provide you a synopsis of the game but the confines of journalism just do not permit me to share the vulgarity of the flapping tongues.

In the beginning, there were ten girls. As they walked on the court all traces of femininity disappeared. Now say women wouldn't make good combat soldiers.

Let me introduce you to my team's center. She is the special target of the screams. And if it's not just a mere shout. It is a cry from a female who shriek that would scare the pulse out of any living being. And she lets it rip at the perfect moment, precisely as her opponent turns her back. It works. She missed every shot. Of course for strategy's sake, our center still remains Anonymous.

Free tip number two: "Slow it the F**k down!" Speed doesn't help in a game when half of the team is completely out of shape. Frankly, I have absolutely no business being on the court. I am the one not the girl who do I claim to be anyone remotely close. After the first 10 minutes I was looking for an Emergency Medical Technician — those extra sessions on the Stairmaster didn't exactly help. In order to really control the pace of the game, call a time out when your opponent reaches for a sore shoulder or knee or something, ask her how she's doing, if she's like some water or something, and catch your breath. This way the low and I'd hate to be the roommate who has to haul you over to the infirmary for resuscitation.

This just kept in mind that the women's league is just as violent and just as dirty as the men's. However, it is not quite as long and clumy, will catch on in a nation struggling with its own identity past. It is a shriek that would scare the pulse out of any living being. And she lets it rip at the perfect moment, precisely as her opponent turns her back. It works. She missed every shot. Of course for strategy's sake, our center still remains Anonymous.

Thirdly, just keep in mind that the women's league is just as violent, just as dirty, just as mean as the men's. Some of its glory. Bookstore takes that away. Evidently, we learned.

裛e nce finds captives at ANC Office

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa

Four men and 14-year-old boy who claimed to be members of a Zulu nationalist group were found hiding in the basement of an African National Congress office, police said today after freeing the captives.

The five were members of the civil Inkatha Freedom Party, police spokesman Colin Dave Bruce said.

The ANC said today that the incident had nothing to do with the organization, but was the result of a private 'investigation' by a security guard whose car had been broken into. The guard was detained by police late Sunday after being disarmed at the ANC office.

Top ANC regional chair Tokyo Sexwale told a radio interviewer that if an investigation showed any wrongdoing, "heads would roll."

French dictionary lays down the law

PARIS

In its endless guerrilla war against Franglais, the government has armed itself with a new dictionary containing 3,500 translations aimed at "user-friendliness." French, made that "continental French" (see grammar) to "zoning" (zonga), the glossy red handbook seeks to counter the ever-wider use of English in business, sports and science by providing French alternatives.

It remains to be seen whether the new terms, some long and unwieldy, will catch on. It's too early to tell if the re-
invention of "zonga" (as a combination of "zonga" and "grammar") will take hold. However, it is possible that the dictionary may find its way into everyday use. If so, will it make our lives easier or more complicated? We shall see.
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Coleman described the new homelessness in urban America as mostly young males with a high-school education and as semi-skilled laborers able to join the work force. Also, he emphasized the growing numbers of women and children among the ranks of the current homeless population in contrast to the traditional stereotype of the old, male "hobo."

By citing various studies on the problem of homelessness, Coleman also argued against the view of the homeless as mentally-ill transients who have no motivation to find work. Instead, Coleman argued, the majority are mentally-healthy, long-term residents of their area who have encountered some sort of work or family trauma that has forced them into homelessness.

Also, Coleman countered the general perception that the homeless are often without shelter or work by choice, arguing that many are, in actuality, employed, though their jobs are often of such a low-paying nature that these "working poor" are unable to afford a permanent residence. Instead, they must search for scarce affordable shelter that is rapidly disappearing.

Urging the need for more affordable housing, changes in domestic policy to deal with the needs of the homeless, and a breaking down of public stereotypes of homelessness and its causes as necessary steps towards solving the problem of the nation's urban and, often, working poor, Coleman concluded by citing the poet Edgar Guest who said, "It takes a heap of living in a house to make it a home." Yet according to Coleman, "we've had a heap of living in this land," but "we will need a larger morsel of living before this land—this rich nation—and thus the scandal of homelessness, becomes a true home for the millions now living on the streets."

Irish wars fought with paper also

By ZOE MARIN

Conditions prior to the 1798 rebellion in Ireland must be examined separately from the texts published after the rebellion is to be accurately understood, said Kevin Whelan in a lecture on "Writing Ireland, Reading England."

"There was actually two wars fought in Ireland, one with arms and one with paper," said Whelan.

This war fought with paper consisted of highly opinionated writings aimed to change viewpoints about the rebellion, he said. Two lines of texts developed after the rebellion representing both conservative and radical stand points. According to Whelan, both sides of these texts are deeply corrupted.

The first line emerged immediately after the war and expressed the primarily conservative, Protestant views. These writings were aimed at the mainly Protestant British audience, according to Whelan.

"Many of these texts saw the rebellion merely as a peacetime plot with tentacles that stretched back to Rome," Whelan said.

One writing Whelan pointed out from this collection was one written by Sir Richard Musgrave which consisted of some 1000 pages and sold over 3000 copies, which was considered successful for its time.

"He painted the rebels in the most negative way possible, especially when he talked about Catholics," said Whelan.

Mainly, the book downplayed the revolution and advised the British not to interfere with the Protestant government and church relationship and especially not the Catholics.

According to Whelan, the second group of writings were quite radical in context when compared to the earlier, more conservative texts and generally glorified the rebellion.

Whelan exemplified these writings with a small essay which indulged in the rebellion and argued that Ireland should be free. It also declared that the community had nothing to do with the individual religious beliefs of its members.

Whelan closed by warning that this sharp division between the two sides could result in a misleading analysis of the rebellion if the initiatives behind the texts aren't taken into consideration.
Nixon stable after a stroke

NEW YORK
Former President Richard Nixon, whose accomplishments in a lifetime on the world stage were forever overshadowed by the Watergate scandal that forced him from office, suffered a minor stroke today.

Nixon, 81, had the stroke at his Park Ridge, N.J., home and was taken by ambulance to New York Hospital-Cornell Medical Center, where he was listed in stable condition. Nixon spokeswoman Kathy O'Connor said: "He's fine," she said. Nixon was conscious in intensive care and was being treated with blood-thinners, she said.

Campaign, a spokeswoman for the hospital, confirmed Nixon was there but said she could not give out further details.

O'Connor said Nixon was upstairs getting ready for dinner when he suffered the stroke at 5:45 p.m. He was able to summon the housekeeper, who called the ambulance, she said. In 1974, Nixon suffered a reference of phlebitis, inflammation of the veins, and resulted complications from surgery. He nearly died.

Nixon's wife, Pat, died last year of lung cancer.

Nixon was the nation's 37th president. He served in the White House from Jan. 20, 1969, to Aug. 9, 1974, and amid the Watergate scandal.

He was the only president to resign to avoid impeachment.

Nixon dropped from the limelight in his forced retirement but continued through extensive travel, books, articles and speeches. He visited Russia with Gorbachev in 1993 and met with right-wing leader Vladimir Putin.

"I did something in Russia that no one has ever done, ever done," Nixon told me in my 16 visits to the Soviet Union," he said last month.

Meet at Main Circle at 6pm. Calm Meg at 2421 if you can attend.

All Toaster's Mass

Vanier

continued from page 1

handicapped men to become roommates. "I'm somebody that adapts. I'm quite peaceful inside and can live in reality. When I began I knew nothing about people," said Vanier.

By referring to Vanier's life changes as "feedback," University President Father Edward Malloy revealed the paradox in society's values. While they may appear reckless, these decisions are what the范ier's life is all about. "The work and the personal recognition he has gained. The L'Arche project requires dedication, according to Vanier. The project was expanded from Vanier's original house to encompass over 60 communities in France.

I'm a lucky person. I have spent 30 years living, having fun playing with brothers and sisters, and get a prize for it," said Vanier.
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Our Final Meeting

Will be held tonight, April 19th at Bruno's

Meet at Main Circle at 6pm.

Call Meg at 2421 if you can attend.
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Students S3 General S5 tickets available at the LaFortune Info Desk

LaFortune Info Desk

Hey! You just got a free ticket to the LaFortune Info Desk for the April 12th Friday night event! How exciting! Do you have any questions about what to expect or what to bring?
Tailhook issues to have future effects

By THERESA ALEMAN

Waters of the controversy over the affair that threatened to rock the boat of the entire United States Navy earlier this year have calmed after several women brought charges against men at the 1991 Tailhook Association convention in Las Vegas.

Stories of the women who were allegedly sexually assaulted and harassed at the convention and at other naval events triggered a widespread criticism of military policies and procedures regarding sexual harassment.

The Senate Armed Services Committee voted that Admiral Frank Kelso should be retired at a four-star rank, his current full rank, later this month.

Kelso, the chief of naval operations, was accused of lying in February of this year by the judge in the Tailhook scandal, Captain William Vest, when he claimed not to have witnessed any misconduct at the convention, according to an article which appeared in The New York Times.

The Senate must approve the retirement ranks of all three and four-star officers, or their ranks will revert to two stars automatically, according to The New York Times.

"Senator Hutchinson and women's rights groups have said that retiring Kelso with four stars would send the wrong signal to the rest of the Navy that the Senate was not serious about combating sexual harassment and holding commanders responsible for eliminating it."

The full senate must approve the retirement and will probably vote in favor of it some time this week according to The New York Times.

While the implications of the decision on the Navy and national gender relations are potentially great, how will the decision affect local ROTC policy and gender relations?

Senator Danay ROTC commanding officer, Captain Patterson, said with regard to the Senate decision, "I am not in a position to criticize or applaud what the United States government decides. It is flat out against the law to criticize Congress or any officials of the government. Members of the military have limits on what they can do. Uniformed people cannot, under laws of the United States, say anything against their government."

Jane Phlinney, a former sergeant in the United States Marine Corps and a Notre Dame student, was allegedly sexually assaulted at the Tailhook convention and at other naval events.

"It was his responsibility as a leader to know," she said. "Otherwise the military seems to condone what happened in the Tailhook scandal by not punishing the leaders who allowed it to happen."

Emile Edora, a sophomore engineering major and former ROTC member said, "My dad worked with and will be retiring with Admiral Kelso. So knowing him personally, I have a biased opinion on what the Senate should decide. He's a good man and he hasn't been personally implicated in any way. He should be retired at his full rank."
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By ANALISE TAYLOR

The Senate decided to boycott

Student senators decided to recommend that Notre Dame student organizations continue to use Adworks as their source of advertising at Monday's meeting.

**STUDENT SENATE**

Senators decided to recommend that clubs not use The Observer Marketing rather than boycott the publication.

"I think we should let The Observer go belly-up on this." Student senators were unanimously supportive of Adworks.

A letter co-authored by Kramer, Adwords President Brian DiLaura, and Video Manager Jay Parsons explained that Adwords, Irish Gardens, and ND Video are non-profit organizations that depend upon students to continue to operate.

"The three businesses operate together as a non-profit organization with four primary goals: (1) to provide useful services to the students, faculty, and administration of the University, (2) to provide the opportunity for over fifty students to have part time employment during the school year, (3) to provide students with hands on business experience that can't be gained in the classroom, and (4) to make enough money to break even each year," the letter stated.

In other Senate news, student senators approved club funds, passed the budget, and unanimously voted to alter the HPC constitution by incorporating the position of treasurer as a full time officer in HPC.

Body Treasurer Sally Oelerich.

There are thousands of colleges out there. Fortunately, you made a good choice. Now make the right choice when you leave. Rent a truck from Ryder. Ryder makes tailhook move easy. With a convenient toll-free reservation number, clean, reliable vehicles that are easy to load and drive. Past processing to speed up check-in and check out. And a 24-hour Roadside Assistance Line for help along the way.

So put your education to good use and call 1-800-GO-RYDER (1-800-467-9337) or call your local Ryder dealer for special student rates:

51370 U.S. 33 North
219-272-1669

2715 N. Bendix Dr.
219-277-3550

1914 Miami
219-289-6721

G'day Matt,
Happy 21st

Love,
Mom & Dad

We're there when you need us.
Democrats debate Clinton health plan

As for the House bill drafted by Williams, the Montana congressman would perform the function of alliances and could do so either by creating mandatory consumer purchasing cooperatives, voluntary cooperatives or no cooperatives.

His proposal would also provide more generous subsidies for all small businesses, with the majority of assistance going to businesses with 25 or fewer workers.

Unlike the president’s plan, which gives companies with more than 5,000 workers the option of forming their own alliances, Williams would exclude all such businesses from his cooperatives. They would run their own health coverage, but pay a 1 percent payroll tax.

His proposal also would provide subsidies to low-income workers up to 200 percent of the poverty line instead of 150 percent as in Clinton’s plan. He said his subcommittee would vote not only on his draft but on a single-payer plan, like the Canadian system, in which the government pays most bills. Without copayments for all women of childbearing age

Williams said that his proposal would cost $15 billion to $20 billion more than the president’s over five years but that it would be worth it.

The Democrats spent much of Saturday discussing Clinton’s plan and alternatives at a Williamsburg, Va., retreat. Clinton joined them that evening and urged them to press forward on health reform and other issues. But the president did not take part in the talk of possible compromise on health reform, an aide said.
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Crash cause may be human error

By DAVID BRISCOE
Associated Press

WASHINGTON

An Air Force general told Congress Monday that U.S. pilots flying over Iraq are not "cowboys or trigger-happy," but he said human failure may have led to the downing of two U.S. helicopters over Iraq by American jets.

Maj. Gen. Larry L. Henry, acting deputy chief of staff for plans and operations, said a series of events led to the shootdown by two F-15 fighter planes that killed 26 people on Thursday, "but in the end we broke down the process of visual identification."

"We may find that we simply had a human failure," Henry said.

At the same time, Sen. Carl Levin, D-Mich., lashed out at House Deputy Minority Leader Newt Gingrich, R-Ga., for suggesting the incident in which 26 Americans were killed was due to military budget cuts.

Levin called Gingrich's suggestion irresponsible, and service representatives at a Senate hearing agreed there was no evidence to support such a conclusion.

Asked about the stressful environment under which U.S. forces were operating in protecting Kurdish civilians in the "no-fly zone" over northern Iraq, Henry said any area where pilots are watching out for enemy planes over a long period of time would be a hazardous area.

"I don't think anybody gets lax over there," he said. "We're not dealing with cowboys or trigger-happy people."
Gazans see slide to chaos

By NEIL MACFARQUHAR
Associated Press

KHAN YUNIS, Occupied Gaza Strip

Tired of crowding with his wife and six children into a room the size of a parking space, Ibrahim Abu Mustafa made a grab for prime real estate when the Israeli army started pulling back.

"There is chaos now, so I thought it would be a good time to build," he said. "There is no authority to stop me."

But when he tried to build a house on the crest of a sand dune overlooking the Mediterranean, the Israeli army twice knocked down the foundations.

"I aspire to be president with complete legitimacy before the Mexican people," said Zedillo last week in starting the PRI's campaign again after the March 23 assassinations of his predecessor, Luis Donaldo Colomé. The government has made some changes.

The government has made signs of democratic reform, but the opposition has also stepped up its campaign for democratic change. But PRI and prohibitionists are still awaited.

The ruling party, known as the PNH, has not lost a presidential election since its 1929 founding. It came close to losing the 1988 election to the Democratic Revolution Party and the ruling Institutional Revolutionary Party, which is seen as the party of democratic change.

Democratic Revolution has positioned itself as the party of democratic change. But PNI candidate Ernesto Zedillo has also stepped up his campaigning, declaring that he stands for clean and democratic elections.
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Ethics and Big Bertha propel Callaway Golf

By DAVID CLAIRMONT

He wouldn't even have set foot on the campus if the College of Business Administration had hired Michael Milken. The junk bond king became Ely Callaway's example of how not to do business. The president and CEO of Callaway Golf said that "Ethics and good business go together."

The second half of being a successful businessman, said Callaway, is to make a product "pleasingly different and demonstrably superior." Now in third of a century of creating new strings of industries, Callaway has applied his advice to create and refine the "Big Bertha" golf club.

"The worst thing you can do in business is to cut corners," said Callaway. The golf club which Callaway sells is "not a high tech, million dollar R&D type of product. We have (a good formula). The only thing we have to worry about is whether or not anyone else can make a golf club that is better than the Big Bertha." If anyone does, he said, Callaway would buy the company's engineers.

Callaway was at one time president of 20th Century Fox Textiles, leaving the company to start his own wine business in Southern California. Burlington was too slow in promoting him to CEO, said Callaway, and he decided in 1983 to sell his wineyard five years earlier. For 11 years, Callaway wine distinguished itself as the most produced wine on the east side of California's traditional growing area.

Callaway Golf has undergone tremendous growth since its beginning in 1983. At the time it had 40 employees and 10,000 square feet of office and production space. The company now employs 1400 people and uses 350,000 square feet of space. Revenues in 1983 totaled $500,000 and have grown to their current level of $250 million. The company has $10 million in the bank and no plans to expand manufacturing to include other golf articles.

Finding one's business niche, said Callaway, is a matter of going into an area "where most everyone in it is weak." Once a business has developed a product, don't diversify. Callaway called diversification for businesses one of the "greatest disasters of American corporate history."

"Chances are you don't know a damn thing about the business you're going to buy... You have to know your business. If you don't know how to make your product better, Callaway knew someone who could help. "We're not a golf player," he said. "We test golf clubs constantly, but we don't play golf... Our competitors play golf." That's just the way Callaway wants it.

B U S I N E S S

Rate hikes cause market tailspin

By MARTIN CRUSTINGER

International tourism is touted as the gold mine of the 21st century. It has become the largest industry in the world, surpassing trade in oil and arms. Today tourism involves some 500 million visitors spending $300 billion and supporting over 100 million jobs. It accounts for nearly 10 percent of world trade.

In developing countries, tourism is even more significant. In the Caribbean region, it represents a third of all trade, a fourth of foreign exchange earnings, and a fifth of jobs. In the utmost of the most developed tourism destinations, the Mediterranean and Pacific are losing their appeal. This is evident from the slowdown in tourist growth since the early 1980s, and offers, often delayed, to repeat visitors and the average length of visits, the potential for mass consumer debt and the substitution of man-made attractions (gambling, shopping) for lost natural assets.

This has also led to the demand for more pristine natural, cultural and educational vacations. The word "ecotourism" focuses on small-scale, authentic natural and cultural experiences. It involves a variety of forms like visiting rainforests, hard-hat walks, participating in archaeological digs, witnessing village ceremonies, trekking, rafting and fishing.

In this age of environmental awareness, the allure of ecotourism is the assumption that it will provide a sustainable alternative to mass tourism, whose economic benefits are overshadowed by destructive cultural and ecological intrusions. The belief is that these "soft" low-density tourism forms will generate nearly the same economic benefits without the cultural and ecological costs. Evidence that these new "softer" low-density tourism forms, withou the cultural and ecological costs. Evidence that these new "softer" low-density tourism forms, world does not support this claim.

In developing countries, international tourism is touted as the gold mine of the 21st century. It has become the largest industry in the world, surpassing trade in oil and arms. Today tourism involves some 500 million visitors spending $300 billion and supporting over 100 million jobs. It accounts for nearly 10 percent of world trade.
Entrepreneurship can be taught at Notre Dame

Dear Editor:

Throughout the past 14 years, 98 percent of the new job creation in the United States was attributed to the initiative of an entrepreneur to create a business. This is a new enterprise, existing entreprenuer-owner of a small business (under 500 employees). At the same time, colleges and universities have added more courses or implemented more curriculums or majors in entrepreneurship education than at any other time in history. During the same time, however, Notre Dame has only featured one course in entrepreneurship (Additionally, one of these classes, "Small Business Management," is regarded by most entrepreneur educators as an isolated topic distinct from the phenomena of entrepreneurship). At the same time, over 200 students join and continue to participate in the Notre Dame Entrepreneur Club.

Is there an opportunity that lies unattired at Notre Dame? Specifically, is there room better yet — need for entrepreneurship education at our University? Many students, faculty, and alumni have asked this question in the past and continue to do so. Who benefits? Can it be researched? What exactly is the body of knowledge that must be conveyed in an entrepreneurship education? Will students ever graduate? Are these just some of the questions asked.On Feb. 1, 1994, in response to these and other challenges, the Notre Dame Entrepreneur Club commissioned an independent committee, with a particular focus on the Notre Dame/Saint Mary’s community. Our reasoning for entrepreneurship education at Notre Dame is the following:

1. The field of entrepreneurship has grown and matured to a point where it is a discipline in its own right, and future entrepreneurs must have a thorough understanding of the field.

Entrepreneurship for the College of Business Administration. Essentially, a sequence is a combination of several existing classes that help define the subject interest of the sequence.

On April 25, this committee for the Sequence will deliver its finished 30-page proposal to the College of Business Administration. It is hoped that this sequence will make a presentation shortly thereafter. As co-chairman of the committee, I can attest on behalf of our committee members that our research and interviews have indicated that entrepreneurship has become a full-fledged discipline at the collegiate level; specifically, at Notre Dame. It is our assessment that the implementation of our proposal for the Sequence in Entrepreneurship is the first step towards this end of entrepreneurship education at Notre Dame.

Incidentally, we feel there is sufficient attention to entrepreneurship at Saint Mary’s College; thus, our proposal is directed specifically to Notre Dame as part of the Notre Dame/Saint Mary’s community. Our reasoning for entrepreneurship education at Notre Dame is the following:

1. The field of entrepreneurship has grown and matured to a point where it is a discipline in its own right, and future entrepreneurs must have a thorough understanding of the field.

An examination of a number of entrepreneurship programs (De Paul, Wharton, HBS, Stanford) shows that they are evolving along two dimensions: 1) the absolute number of courses in entrepreneurship and 2) the degree of integration of the entrepreneurship courses. Combined, this creates an "emerging" structure of entrepreneurship education in the U.S. Notre Dame needs to invest in such a structure and the Sequence is the first step towards that end.

2. Notre Dame students in the College of Business Administration must have the ability to identify new market opportunities by providing innovation, creativity, and initiative to the markets. Students must develop an integrated foundation which can be used to start, run, and develop a venture or a function of an existing venture.

Finally, students must realize what entrepreneurship is and that it is not an isolated topic, but a multi-disciplinary field that is applicable in many areas of endeavor. A Collegiate Sequence in Entrepreneurship would meet all aforementioned objectives by providing students with five existing courses, when grouped together, that help define the body of knowledge of entrepreneurship.

3. Assuming we use the definition of entrepreneurship as the pursuit of opportunity with- out regard to currently available resources, the audience for entrepreneurship education broadens beyond potential new business starters. In addition to the self-employed, the small business starter, the starter of high-growth potential businesses, and pure "deal-makers", this definition would include: those who manage entrepreneurs in organizations, top managers who provide vision and leadership for corporations which must innovate in order to survive, potential resource people used by entrepreneurs, and possibly those who wish to be supportive of people who actually pursue opportunity. Hence, a collegiate sequence in entrepreneurship would appeal to a very broad base of business students in the College. The five courses merged in the Sequence would help any aspiring student in one of the aforementioned groups.

4. A Collegiate Sequence demonstrates the student’s desire to be an entrepreneur or be exposed to the entrepreneurial environment. It makes a unique distinction to one's education at the undergraduate level. For example, the student, upon graduation, will have both a degree in a skill-oriented discipline as well as a certificate of completion in a program that demonstrates the student’s desire for creativity, initiative, and other entrepreneurial skills.

Moreover, a completion of the sequence demonstrates to a banker or venture capitalist that the student (entrepreneur) has an entrepreneurial bent. Finally, a completion of the sequence would make the student more confident about his or her ability to create and maintain a business or a function of an existing business.

To conclude, it is our committee's assessment that there is a weakness in educational preparation that is apparent in the work force. One deficiency is insufficient attention given to entrepreneurship. Business schools should build their entrepreneurship educational efforts around four main themes, each of which has direct application to the needs of entrepreneurship education:

- Continuous quality assessment
- Continuous attention to theory/practice linkages
- Continuous adaptability to change
- Continuous innovation

The body of knowledge conveyed in a combination of five existing classes at Notre Dame will help to meet the aforementioned needs and help to begin to fill the insufficient attention to entrepreneurship education at Notre Dame. The Committee for the Sequence has identified various combinations of five classes that do just this. Notre Dame, The Entrepreneur Club, and the students and faculty of the College of Business are capable of implementing and managing a Sequence. Notre Dame is perhaps one of the greatest universities in the country. Let’s make it even greater and implement this sequence.

GENE SLEEPER
Co-founder
The Notre Dame Entrepreneur Club

-Continuous to another’s wit.”

GARRY TRUEAUDE QUOTE OF THE DAY

"Next to being witty, yourself the best thing is to quote another’s wit.”

-Christina N. Bovee
African Association celebrates donation of films

By LISA MONACO
Assistant Accent Editor

On April 4, 1994 in an official dedication ceremony, Notre Dame received eleven African films bought by the African Student's Association from Educational Media. The films explore the issues which confront Africa.

The film "Finanz, A Dance for the Heroes" describes the cry of African women for emancipation. According to "Variety," "Finanz" evokes furious sympathy for the plight of African women.

The fight of Marof Achkar against the abuse of human rights and his secret execution are reconstructed in "Allah Tanout, God's Will." "Allah Tanout" is a son's moving tribute to his father and his work as Guinea's U.N. ambassador and international spokesman for African causes.

"Ta Donna, Firi!" describes the African development path, focussing on tradition, rather than the tribulations of the land and its people. The film incorporates the ancient Africanism and modern corruption. These are only a few of the many films in the collection. The collection is complete with "Zounlome: Death of a Prophet," "Zan Boka, Homeland," "Yeelen, Brightness," "Samba, Malo, the Village Teacher," "Saaraa, Utopia.


Guillaume Zounlome, President of the African Student's Association, says this donation is a "good opportunity for the Association to contribute to the resources of Notre Dame, in our effort to make everyone more aware of African culture.

Guillaume Zounlome, President of the African Student's Association, says this donation is a "good opportunity for the African Association to contribute to the resources of Notre Dame, in our effort to make everyone more aware of African culture.

"I just started playing a few songs by Billy Joel. People liked it, and he is in my voice range."

-Tim O'Neill

Even though he will be leaving in May, his younger brother Ryan will continue the tradition at the Keenan Revue.

During his final performance this year, O'Neill will be joined on stage by Mike McGlin on guitar, Kevin Fleming on drums, Tony Garza on saxophone and John Sebastian on guitar. O'Neill and McGlin recently went into the recording studio to record original songs, some of which they will be performing Wednesday evening.

They will begin at 9:30 p.m. on the stage near Stonebange. In case of rain, they will be performing in the Left.
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The indie band Unwound, from Olympia, Washington, performed at an off-campus concert "4 Bands for 4 Bucks" last Saturday night.

The Nudes bring their stripped-down sound to Notre Dame

By ROB ADAMS

The eclectic New York City duo Unwound find the influences in contemporary jazz, folk, and classical roots. Made up of Walter Parks, who plays guitar and sings, and Sanam najwięks plays cello, their awkward style has earned them praise in two major publications, Relix and Billboard.

"The Nudes are the most fun you'll have with your clothes on," read Relix, while the Nudes' self-titled debut (released in December of 1993) was called "a triumph" by Billboard.

The Nudes will be bringing their unique blend of rhythm and poetry to the South Quad tonight at 8:00 p.m. in front of the Rock.

"I've always had a deep appreciation for contemporary jazz," said Sam Arbour, Grand Pavo and Akin. "One of my passions in life has been folklore and the Nudes combine both those aspects in their music. Their music is definitely not traditional folk music."

Parks played music throughout his college years as a business major at the University of Georgia and played at The Florida National, before playing a guitar for four consecutive years. Parks decided to devote more of his time honing his singing and songwriting skills and moved from his hometown in Northern Florida to New York City in 1990.

There he put an ad in the Village Voice for a cellist and Winter, who was looking for a setting in which she could play her cello and sing, answered the ad. The Nudes gave their first performance in Greenwich Village in April of 1991.

Winters, a native of suburban New York, has been playing cello professionally since the age of 16. She has utilized both an acoustic and electric five-string cello in her performances.

The Nudes debut album has ten songs and lasts for about 40 minutes. Almost every track features some sort of guest performance on percussion or keyboard, giving their music a richer sound than can be achieved with just two instruments. To his credit, however, Parks has a hard-hitting style on his guitar which sometimes sets him as a beast, supplementing for any missing instruments.

"Let Your Feelings Lead the Way" is a great example of Parks' "percussory" guitar style. Guest Karina Calabro provides excellent background vocals in the form of her soprano, as it meshes with the Nudes' unorthodox arrangement.

The most successful union of Winters and Parks occurs on "Carolina June," which, oddly enough, is an instrumental. Winters is in her lowest form on the song as it opens up with her cello. In the background are jangling drums and sparkling cymbals, taking the song through different levels of melody in an almost seasonal pattern.

"She hates a man who is hard to date/With nothing to give him she gave him her bed/Can you imagine surviving on the rest/Oh her heart was fooling her eyes," Parks sings on "Your Heart is Fooling Your Eyes." One brilliant example of their iconic lyrics featuring many clever plays on the English language: "Our Heart is Fooling Your Eyes" is a soft ballad made beautiful by Parks and Winters' harmonious vocals. Winters' cello-playing surfaces and then solemnly fades into the background for an interesting crescendo.

"Tango in Love" opens the album with its acoustic pop, only to change near the end into folk. Winters provides fantastic background vocals as her cello reigns and affects the whole mood.

Parks' voice opens the song "Early in the Morning," when his bass suddenly takes over (he also plays banjo and guitar on this song). Its buoyant atmosphere is heightened near the end when Parks breaks out into whistling. Whistling, humming, and other unintelligible sounds are part of Parks' experimentation with vocals and adds to the unpredictability of the Nudes' music.

The Nudes have been touring since the release of their debut and have played at the Coach Rock and the Flecktones, Tuck and Patti, and Daniel Lanois. They are planning to cover all coasts and have been playing mostly house parties. They have been met with great response," said Arbour, who added the album "1994 tour. They are shown for a lively show which definitely means something for every body."
BOOKSTORE RESULTS

MONTDAY, APRIL 18

Hot Grits A Flying d. Dogs That Bite 23-21
Tool Boys d. Rob Ryan & The Waiters 21-6
The Other One d. Irrevocable Repression 21-16
Dribble Dribble d. Salty Dawgs 26-24
Take The Pain d. Team 462 22-20
Center For Cont. Ed. d. When This Side... 21-6
4 Big Strong... d. 5 Guys Who Wanted... 21-14
Watch Out d. Team 456 21-13
Dos Kloskas d. Team 45 21-3
El Stoppo d. Hickory (forfeit)

We're Not Getting... d. The Mrs. Rehs 24-22
Angus d. Dr. XEL 21-3

SPORTS BRIEFS

The Observer • BOOKSTORE BASKETBALL

Tuesday, April 19, 1994

The Department of Finance and Business Economics and The College of Business Administration
Present an O'Brien-Smith Visiting Scholar...

Professor Thomas J. Sargent

... who will give a lecture (questions to follow) on Wednesday, April 20, 1994, at 11:15 A.M.
in room 141 DeBartolo, entitled...

"Macroeconomic Features of the French Revolution"

His Presentation will deal with the correspondence between the macroeconomic problems during the French Revolution and the current problems faced by Eastern Europe.

Thomas Sargent is the David Rockefeller Professor of Economics at the University of Chicago,
Senior Fellow at the Hoover Institute and Advisor to the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco.
He is a Fellow, the National Academy of Sciences and a Fellow, American Academy of Arts and Sciences.
Irish spikers end super season

By G.R. NELSON
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame men's volleyball team concluded its season with an outstanding ninth place finish at Nationals this past weekend in Tempe, Arizona.

"It was a lot of fun," exclaimed an excited head coach Jennifer Slosar in describing the weekend. "It was also a lot of work."

Friday morning, the Irish overcame a slow start and used a strong finish to defeat Illinois St. 15-11, 15-5 in a challenge match to advance to the winner's pool.

In their biggest victory, Notre Dame utilized seventh ranked Texas from the tournament with a thrilling 15-13, 17-16 victory. Ceponis was nothing short of unstoppable, amassing sixteen kills. Junior Matt Strotzman also contributed immensely with ten key kills. In the second game, the Irish fought off three game junctions.

This win, like many of their wins throughout the season, could not have happened without Brian Ceponis. Ceponis, an Olympic Festival hopeful, finished his sensational year with a strong performance at Nationals. "I just went in with confidence," said Ceponis, who downplayed any personal achievements. "It was a total team effort." It was, but Ceponis was the leader. "Brian led the way," said Slosar. "He has been the rock the entire season."

With the victory over Texas, Notre Dame clinched advancement to the sweet sixteen. However, first they had to play Michigan in a meaningless game. Not surprisingly, they suffered a let down and lost 12-15, 8-15.

The following morning the Irish began single elimination play against defending national champion Colorado. The team did not play as well as they had the previous two days and was eliminated 12-15, 9-15.

Despite the loss, the Irish had plenty of which to be proud. They finished ninth out of ninety-two teams.

"This whole season was a boost for our program," said Slosar.

"It was definitely a very successful year," concluded Brian Ceponis.

Notre Dame prepared to pounce on Purdue

By JENNY MARTEN
Sports Writer

Intrastate rival Purdue comes to Eck Stadium tonight to face the streaking Irish in a 7 p.m. game.

Notre Dame with a 21-8 record has dominated its less fortunate opponents lately winning 13 of its last 14 games. All of those wins came against teams with losing records and things shouldn't be any different when the 12-24 Boilermakers get into town.

While the Irish are streaking in a positive way, Purdue is not. The Boilermakers have dropped 14 of its last 17 games to Northwestern, Iowa and Minnesota.

The Purdue game is just another brick in the Irish's stone wall of a schedule. Having played eight games in the last four days, the players are being affected by the endless schedule and the injury list is growing.

Third baseman Matt Haas has been sidelined with a back strain since last Monday. Centerfielder Scott Sollman sat out yesterday's doubleheader with an infected knee and utility man Mark Mapes, bothered by a recurrring back injury, saw only limited action against Nebraska.

All three should be ready to play either tonight or later this week.

Haas' absence has disrupted the infield and Murphy is looking forward to having his infield back intact.

"With our defense playing so much better, it'll be great to have Matt out there this week," said Murphy who is impressed with the improvements some of his players have shown. "Palla, with all the things he has had to deal with, is still coming up. Mike Arnhein is coming into his own."

Golf

continued from page 20

"I feel pretty good about last weekend," said an optimistic coach Ross Smith. "We are heading into our last tournament with a lot of girls on the verge of breaking through. We need four of the six players to have a good round at the same time."

With this in mind, the Irish are looking forward to the Illinois Invitational and an opportunity to have luck finally fulfill its part.
Baseball

continued from page 20

great thing is that everyone realizes we’ve got to get a lot better." 

After winning the first game 18-4, Notre Dame wasted no time in taking a sizeable lead over Cleveland State (7-2) in the second game of the double-

header.

Six runs in the first inning was all Notre Dame starter Tim Kraus would need. Kraus (0-0) gave up one run on four hits with one walk and three strike-

outs in his four innings on the mound.

“I felt real strong today. I had good velocity on my fastball and I was changing speeds well,” said Kraus whose team gave him a six-run lead. “You can’t beat the run production we’ve been getting lately. I just try to pretend it’s a 0-0 ballgame.”

Garrett Carlson followed Kraus, but only lasted a third of an inning after being tagged for four runs on three hits. Mike Ambrose and Wally Widelski closed the game with 2-3 shut out innings on the mound.

Irish catcher Bob Lisanti, who has struggled at the plate this year, caught fire going 2-

for-3 with a double, a triple and an RBI sin-

tle. Lisanti added a two-run double in the bottom of the sixth. Cleveland State's Matt

Layson led off the bottom of the first with a triple and an RBI single of his own while DeSantis added a three-run double in the bottom of the sixth.

Cleveland State took advantage of a shaky performance from Irish starter Gregg Hene-

bry to put three runs on the board in the first inning. With only one out, Henebry was pulled in favor of A.J. Jones who inherited a bases loaded situation and gave up a sacri-

fice bunt before retiring the side.

Jones (3-1) got the win after allowing only three hits and holding the Vikings scoreless in his 3-2/3 innings on the mound. Paul Przybilo (0 hits, 1 run, 4 K) earned his third save of the year with three innings on the mound.

Topham made up for an er-

ror in the bottom of the first with a three-run home run off the screen in deep centerfield to knot the score at 3-3.

The Irish picked up four more runs in the second inning. Jones pitched out of a bases loaded jam in the fourth inning and Notre Dame turned that momentum into seven runs in the bottom half of the inning. The Irish got four more insur-

ance runs in the sixth before Cleveland State's Matt Carpenter closed the scoring with a solo home run in the top of the seventh for the 18-4 fi-

nal.
Men slaughter Sundevils

By G.R. NELSON
Sports Writer

The 15th-ranked Notre Dame men's tennis team routed Arizona State 6-1 last night at the Eck Pavilion.

At No. 1 singles, Irish star Andy Zurcher fell to Sargsian 6-7, 3-6. Fortunately for the Irish, no other Arizona St. player could duplicate Sargsian's success.

Freshman Ryan Simm easily disposed of Eric Brunner 6-0, 6-1 in the No. 2 singles while Mike Sprouse continued his hot play by defeating Peter Jescihke 6-2, 6-3 in No. 3 singles.

In an extremely exciting and close match, senior Todd Wilson escaped with a 7-6, 6-7, 7-6 victory over Paul Reber in the No. 4 singles.

Notre Dame's John J. O'Brien rebounded from a slow start to defeat Arizona State's Sergio Elias 4-6, 6-2, 6-0 in the No. 5 singles.

And in the No. 6 singles, sophomore Jason Pun continued his outstanding play, defeating Mike Mackay 7-6, 6-2. The Irish doubles team was also relatively successful, taking two out of three matches.

In No. 1 doubles, Zurcher and Wilson defeated Sargsian and Jescihke 8-6.

The No. 2 doubles team was not as fortunate, as Sprouse and Pun fell to Reber and Elias 5-8.

Simm and senior Allan Lopez trounced Wof Von Lindemann and Mackay 8-2 in No. 3 doubles.

The men's tennis team did not miss a beat following last weekend's outstanding performance at the Midwest Collegiate Conference Tennis Championship.
Upstart Irish face Midwest powers

By KATE CRISHAM
Sports Writer

There used to be a time where the words "Midwestern" and "tennis" were considered oxymorons in the world of women's collegiate tennis. Most of the traditional tennis powerhouse programs were centered in the talent-laden Southern and Western regions, while the Midwestern programs were simply considered poor cousins.

That's all changed now.

The 16th-ranked Notre Dame women's tennis team faces what could be the most important three matches of the season this week, as they play Purdue today, 14th-ranked Indiana on Wednesday, and 34th-ranked Michigan on Saturday in their quest to secure the regional bid to NCAA tournament.

The Irish are one of five Midwestern teams currently ranked in the top-25. They currently boast an 8-2 record against regional teams, having lost only to fifth-ranked Kansas and seventh-ranked Northwestern.

Head coach Jay Louderback realizes that the Midwestern teams—especially Indiana—boast an impressive level of talent.

Still, he believes that his Irish are equal to the task.

"This is definitely a big weekend," said Louderback. "These are very important matches, and it's good that we've had a week off to get rested."

"Purdue is a bottom Big Ten team, but if we don't play well, it could end in a tied match," said Louderback. "And of course, Indiana is a very tough team."

Ironically, it is Michigan that has resurrected Irish hopes for a regional bid.

"Michigan upset North-western and Wisconsin, and Indiana also has two losses," said Louderback. "That means no one in the region is undefeated, which is definitely good for us."

The Irish will be without the services of senior Lisa Troien in singles, and freshman Erin Gowen in singles and doubles in the Indiana and Purdue matches.

"Our key is making sure Lisa plays doubles," says Louderback. "Erin won't be playing either until the Michigan match."

Notre Dame's depth has been a blessing in the wake of the two injuries.

"We've had to shuffle around the lineup a little bit," Louderback said. "Terri Vitale has done a great job stepping up for us, and she's playing really well lately."

One marquee match will be 13th-ranked Wendy Crabtree's match against Indiana's Judy Yin.

"They're the top two players in the region, and Wendy beat her in the finals of our Rolex tournament," said Louderback. "They're both going to the NCAA tournament, so it will be a bigger match for the team than for the individuals."
Bookstore whittled to 64

Few upsets as tournament action heats up

By DOMINIC AMOROSA
Sports Writer

Dogfight, Battle, War and Intensity have been some of the words heard around the basketball courts at Stepan and the Bookstore the past couple of days. Hard-fought games become the norm around this time of year at Notre Dame. Today

starts the round of 64 for Bookstore Basketball XXIII.

Three top 32 teams have fallen thus far, and various others have struggled through close games. Two top 16 teams had to win overtime games to reach 64, and the top teams must be weary of unseeded teams sneaking up on them for an upset.

The White Shadow, the number 12 seed, won a nail-biting game over Wrapped in Barbwire 23-21. Hot Grits A Flyin, the #15 seed, won by the same margin.

"It was just a great game," commented White Shadow captain Eddie Vrdolyak. "We had heard they were a great team and the only reason that they didn't have a seed was because they were young."

Wrapped in Barbwire, a Zahm team led by freshman Jason Newcomer, had an 18-15 lead until Jeremy Nau and Vr...

see BOOKSTORE / page 14

Unlucky lady linksters proud of their efforts

By ALLISON HANLON
Sports Writer

Planning a golf tournament for the first time in three years takes a lot of foresight, work, and luck.

Co-captains Alicia Murray and Chrissy Klein fulfilled the foresight requirement by scheduling the tournament last year with eight teams invited.

The groundskeepers did their job. "The course," according to Murray, "was in the best shape in four years."

Unfortunately, luck did not play its part last Saturday and Sunday.

High winds led to high scores and a fourth place finish for the unlucky Irish.

After the first day of tournament play, the Irish were one stroke behind Wisconsin, the winner of the Irish Invitational and a possible NCAA tournament team. Then came the wind and the downfall of the Irish.

"The wind ruined our home course advantage in the second round," said Coach Ross Smith. "The round became a game of survival."

The top two Irish survivors were Murray and sophomore Julie Molloy. Although Murray finished eighth in the tournament, she was dissatisfied with her play. The lowest average stroke player cites Saturday's weather and her winter of not playing as prime reasons for her inconstant swing.

"The wind played a big factor," said Murray. "Also, my swing is not as consistent as last fall since I am coming off a winter of not playing."

On the other hand, Molloy felt more secure in her swing.

"I practiced a lot more on my..." see GOLF / page 15

Irish baseball romps

By JENN M ARTEN
Senior Sports Writer

The fans picked a winner. The lineup which the students chose defeated Cleveland State 14-5 in the final game of Notre Dame's doubleheader sweep of the Vikings.

With 24 players checking in, the Irish (21-8) manhandled another opponent last night at Eck Stadium for their seventh win in four days. Notre Dame's depth has been key to keeping up with the hectic schedule which includes six games in the upcoming week.

"Our depth has helped us. Nobody's going to have the pitching depth we do," said head coach Pat Murphy. "The..." see BASEBALL / page 16

Men's Volleyball

Irish close season with a ninth place finish at the Nationals.

see page 15